
Reason Chosen:  Max Boton is deserving of the Excellence in Education Award for his contributions both within the classroom and within our professional community. 
Academically, Max has stepped up to embrace the rigors and challenges that naturally come from teaching advanced level coursework.  Teaching AP U.S. History and AP 
Government and Politics, Max’s passion for history and his naturally pragmatic thinking give his students an exposure to academic thinking typically reserved for the 
collegiate world.  Instructionally, he constantly seeks new, innovative teaching practices, and investigates new strategies that align with the curricular standards to provide 
his students the best possible learning experience.  His passion for these courses and content does not go unnoticed, and students enjoy conversing about these topics with 
him both inside and outside of the classroom.  

Max’s commitment to civic responsibility is not limited to lessons from a history textbook:  he lives what he teaches.  For several years, Max has acted as an advocate and 
liaison for getting students involved in election practices and procedures.  He seeks out students interested in working the voting polls, connects them with election officials, 
and gets students signed up as election officials.  While this is important as an Honors Government teacher, he truly helps students see the value of being involved in this 
process as part of their civic duty.  He is instrumental in communicating opportunities for our students, and reinforces their need to be an example within our community.

Beyond his leadership in academics and civics, Max has also established himself as a passionate resource for equity leadership.  This year specifically, Max has made 
significant contributions to equity discussions among staff and is looked to for his insightful knowledge and meaningful perspectives. Max continues to offer his time and 
insight to the district’s initiative to improve equity.  In both equity committee meetings and book studies, Max’s historical context knowledge along with his advice for 
teachers on navigating the tough, yet important, conversations about diversity, equity and inclusion have helped to build staff capacity.  

It is because of all of these reasons, and a multitude more, that Mr. Max Boton is an exceptional recipient for the Excellence in Education Award.  
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